Pricing
POWERFUL, FLEXIBLE PRICING
Accurately quote and analyze the details of your most complex lease and loan
originations with the IDScloud pricing microservice. This standalone pricing
solution delivers a full suite of advanced pricing functions that fit seamlessly with
your existing originations infrastructure.

RESTful API

IDScloud

Simple integrations with any third-party systems via RESTful APIs eliminate the
need for data reentry and the expense of additional systems — all while delivering
access to price modeling, rate automation and reporting features that will bring
speed and accuracy to your approvals.

ADD THE FEATURES YOU WANT WITH THE FLEXIBILITY OF SaaS
You can easily integrate and configure the pricing microservice to interface with any CRM or third-party
originations package.
The scalability and flexibility of our true Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution let you add the features and
capabilities you want, precisely when you want them. This fast flexibility also means you only pay for the
features and the capacity you need. As you book more deals and grow your business, you can quickly scale up
to accommodate higher volumes, new markets or additional asset classes.

About IDS

| Key Features
MAXIMIZE EXISTING
INFRASTRUCTURE

QUICK, ACCURATE PRICING

Deploy an advanced pricing solution
quickly, without the time and cost of a
new, dedicated originations platform.

Unlock the full power of a modern
pricing engine—calculate quotes,
streamline data entry and create
reports in one simple process.

NO NEED TO REENTER DATA

AUTOMATE MANUAL PROCESSES

Fully integrated pricing capabilities
eliminate the need to manually price and
load deals into your existing platform.

Rate cards and residual values are assigned
automatically by the IDScloud pricing engine,
simplifying table entry and maintenance.

COMPREHENSIVE REPORTING

The IDScloud pricing tool delivers additional access to a wealth of reporting features—
including payment scheduling, amortization, casualty/termination schedules, purchase options
and return on equity reports.
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IDS secured finance technology powers
organizations of all sizes with
world-class solutions that seamlessly
integrate with complex IT infrastructures.
We’re creating a best-in-class cloud
platform for a full range of secured
finance applications, including
equipment asset finance, factoring and
asset-based lending. Offerings include
both true SaaS solutions and managed
service options. Our cloud-based
offerings combine best-in-class features
with the scalability, flexibility and
economy of cloud deployments, making
it accessible to banks, independents and
captives of all sizes with configurations
to fit your markets and workflows.
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